The **Proxima™ Column** offers expanded flexibility for Critical Care. As these areas have demands for services unlike those of any other patient care area. The Proxima Patient Service Column meets these demands by concentrating medical gases, electrical power, and accessory equipment at one convenient point.

Access to the patient is improved for emergency or special procedures which helps boost staff efficiency and overall productivity.

The flexibility of the Proxima is unsurpassed. With integral Unimount™ Accessory Tracks you can add and subtract equipment without disturbing any other equipment. Servicing is easy too; all access panels can be removed quickly without having to remove accessory tracks.

As the Proxima is built to the unique needs of each facility, you get exactly the services you need right where you need them. This also means you have a choice of components and configurations to give you ample storage and maximum floor space.

**Features**

- Single point connection for ease of installation
- Available in a variety of colors and textures
- Incremental widths from 6” to 40”
- 6” Depth allows for maximized floor space
- Integrated vertical equipment tracks